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abstract
Fuzzy quality function deployment (QFD) has been extensively used for translating customer requirements (CRs) into product design requirements (DRs) in fuzzy environments.
Existing approaches, however, for rating technical importance of DRs in fuzzy environments are found problematic, either incorrect or inappropriate. This paper investigates
how the technical importance of DRs can be correctly rated in fuzzy environments. A pair
of nonlinear programming models and two equivalent pairs of linear programming models
are developed, respectively, to rate the technical importance of DRs. The developed models
are examined and illustrated with two numerical examples.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Quality function deployment (QFD) [1] is a methodology for translating customer requirements (CRs), i.e. the voice of the
customer (VoC), into product design requirements (DRs). In this translating process, a large number of subjective judgments
have to be made by both customers and QFD team members. Due to uncertainty and vagueness involved in subjective
judgments, fuzzy logic has been widely suggested for better capturing the relative importance of CRs and the relationships
between CRs and DRs as well as the correlations among DRs. As a result, fuzzy QFD has been developed, researched and
extensively applied [2–11].
For fuzzy QFD, one of the key issues is to derive the technical importance ratings of DRs in fuzzy environments
and prioritize them so that limited resources such as budget can be reasonably or optimally allocated within DRs in
terms of their priorities. Existing approaches for rating the technical importance of DRs in fuzzy environments are found
problematic, either incorrect or inappropriate. Therefore, there is a need to develop a correct methodology for rating the
technical importance of DRs. This paper investigates how the technical importance of DRs can be correctly rated in fuzzy
environments. A pair of nonlinear programming (NLP) models is developed to correctly rate the technical importance of
DRs in fuzzy environments, which is then broken down into two equivalent pairs of linear programming (LP) models for
solution.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to fuzzy sets and fuzzy weighted average that are
or will be used in fuzzy QFD. Section 3 presents a literature review on the formulas and approaches for rating the technical
importance of DRs in fuzzy environments and points out their incorrectness or inappropriateness. Section 4 develops correct
NLP models for rating the technical importance of DRs. Section 5 shows how the NLP models can be simplified as two
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equivalent pairs of LP models for solution. The developed models, linear and nonlinear, are examined and illustrated with
two numerical examples in Section 6. The paper concludes in Section 7.
2. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy weighted average
Fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh [12]. A fuzzy set is a collection of elements in a universe of discourse, with each
element being assigned a value within [0,1] by a specified membership function. It can also be represented using α -level
sets. The α -level sets, Aα , of a fuzzy set Ã are defined as [13]
Aα = x ∈ X |µÃ (x) ≥ α = min{x ∈ X |µÃ (x) ≥ α}, max{x ∈ X |µÃ (x) ≥ α} ,









(1)

where µÃ (x) is the membership function of Ã and X is the universe of discourse. Accordingly, the fuzzy set Ã can be
equivalently expressed as
Ã = ∪α α · Aα = ∪α α · (A)Lα , (A)Uα ,





0 < α ≤ 1.

(2)

Fuzzy numbers are special cases of fuzzy sets, characterized by given intervals of real numbers. The most commonly used
fuzzy numbers are triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, whose membership functions are, respectively, defined as


(x − a)/(b − a),
µÃ1 (x) = (c − x)/(c − b),

0,

(x − a)/(b − a),


1,
µÃ2 (x) =
(d − x)/(d − c ),



0,

a ≤ x ≤ b,
b ≤ x ≤ c,

(3)

otherwise,
a ≤ x ≤ b,
b ≤ x ≤ c,

(4)

c ≤ x ≤ d,
otherwise.

For brevity, triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are often denoted as (a, b, c) and (a, b, c , d). Triangular fuzzy
numbers can also be expressed as a special case of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Let Ã = (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ) and B̃ = (b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 ) be two positive trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Operations on the two fuzzy
numbers, which are often called fuzzy arithmetics, are defined as [13]
Fuzzy addition: Ã ⊕ B̃ = (a1 + b1 , a2 + b2 , a3 + b3 , a4 + b4 );
Fuzzy subtraction: Ã − B̃ = (a1 − b4 , a2 − b3 , a3 − b2 , a4 − b1 );
Fuzzy multiplication: Ã ⊗
 B̃ ≈ (a1 b1 , a2b2 , a3 b3 , a4 b4 );
a1
b4

Fuzzy division: Ã ÷ B̃ ≈

, ba23 , ba32 , ba41 .

Fuzzy sets are not easy to compare and often defuzzified for ranking purpose. Defuzzification is a transformation process
which converts a fuzzy set into a crisp value. The most commonly used method for defuzzification is the centroid method,
which is defined as [14]

 +∞
x̄0 (Ã) =  +∞
−∞

−∞

xµÃ (x)dx

µÃ (x)dx

,

(5)

where x̄0 (Ã) is the centroid. In the case that fuzzy sets are characterized by α -level sets without knowing their explicit
membership functions, their centroids can be computed by the following expressions [15]:
+∞
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(x)Uαi · (x)Uαi+1 − (x)Lαi · (x)Lαi+1 ,

(x)Uα0 − (x)Lα0
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+ (x)αn − (x)Lαn + 2
(x)Uαi − (x)Lαi ,

(7)

i=1

, i = 0, . . . , n. In the case of (x)Lαn = (x)Uαn , the centroid can be computed by
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1
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